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No American can contemplate the presidency . . . without a feeling of solemnity and humility—solemnity in
the face of a historically unique concentration of power and prestige, humility in the thought that he has
had a part in the choice of a man to wield the power and enjoy the prestige.
Perhaps the most rewarding way to grasp the significance of this great office is to consider it as a focus of
democratic leadership. Free men, too, have need of leaders. Indeed, it may well be argued that one of the
decisive forces in the shaping of American democracy has been the extraordinary capacity of the presidency
for strong, able, popular leadership. If this has been true of our past, it will certainly be true of our future,
and we should therefore do our best to grasp the quality of this leadership. Let us do this by answering the
essential question: For what men and groups does the president provide leadership?
First, the president is leader of the Executive Branch. To the extent that our federal civil servants have
need of common guidance, he alone is in a position to provide it. We cannot savor the fullness of the president’s
duties unless we recall that he is held primarily accountable for the ethics, loyalty, efficiency, frugality, and
responsiveness to the public’s wishes of the two and one-third million Americans in the national
administration.
Both the Constitution and Congress have recognized his power to guide the day-to-day activities of the
Executive Branch, strained and restrained though his leadership may often be in practice. From the
Constitution, explicitly or implicitly, he receives the twin powers of appointment and removal, as well as
the primary duty, which no law or plan or circumstances can ever take away from him, to “take care that
the laws be faithfully executed.”
From Congress, through such legislative mandates as the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 and the
succession of Reorganization Acts, the president has received further acknowledgment of his administrative
leadership. Although independent agencies such as the Interstate Commerce Commission and the National
Labor Relations Board operate by design outside his immediate area of responsibility, most of the
government’s administrative tasks are still carried on within the fuzzy-edged pyramid that has the president
at its lonely peak; the laws that are executed daily in his name and under his general supervision are
numbered in the hundreds.
Many observers, to be sure, have argued strenuously that we should not ask too much of the president as
administrative leader, lest we burden him with impossible detail, or give too much to him, lest we inject
political considerations too forcefully into the steady business of the civil service. Still, he cannot ignore the
blunt mandate of the Constitution, and we should not forget the wisdom that lies behind it. The president
has no more important tasks than to set a high personal example of integrity and industry for all who serve
the nation, and to transmit a clear lead downward through his chief lieutenants to all who help shape the
policies by which we live.
Next, the president is leader of the forces of peace and war. Although authority in the field of foreign
relations is shared constitutionally among three organs—president, Congress, and, for two special purposes,
the Senate—his position is paramount, if not indeed dominant. Constitution, laws, customs, the practice of
other nations and the logic of history have combined to place the president in a dominant position. Secrecy,
dispatch, unity, continuity, and access to information—the ingredients of successful diplomacy—are
properties of his office, and Congress, needless to add, possesses none of them. Leadership in foreign affairs
flows today from the president—or it does not flow at all.
The Constitution designates him specifically as “Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United
States.” In peace and war he is the supreme commander of the armed forces, the living guarantee of the
American belief in “the supremacy of the civil over military authority.”
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In time of peace he raises, trains, supervises and deploys the forces the Congress is willing to maintain.
With the aid of the Secretary of Defense the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the National Security Council—all of
whom are his personal choices—he looks constantly to the state of the nation’s defenses. He is never for one
day allowed to forget that he will be held accountable by the people, Congress and history for the nation’s
readiness to meet an enemy assault.
In time of war his power to command the forces swells out of all proportion to his other powers. All major
decisions of strategy, and many of tactics as well, are his alone to make or to approve. Lincoln and Franklin
Roosevelt, each in his own way and time, showed how far the power of military command can be driven by
a president anxious to have his generals and admirals get on with the war.
But this, the power of command, is only a fraction of the vast responsibility the modern president draws
from the Commander in Chief clause. We need only think back to three of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s actions
in World War 11—the creation and staffing of a whole array of emergency boards and offices, the seizure
and operation of more than sixty strike-bound or strike-threatened plants and industries, and the forced
evacuation of 70,000 American citizens of Japanese descent from the West Coast—to understand how
deeply the president’s authority can cut into the lives and liberties of the American people in time of war.
We may well tremble in contemplation of the kind of leadership he would be forced to exert in a total war
with the absolute weapon.
The president’s duties are not all purely executive in nature. He is also intimately associated, by Constitution
and custom, with the legislative process, and we may therefore consider him as leader of Congress. Congress
has its full share of strong men, but the complexity of the problems it is asked to solve by a people who still
assume that all problems are solvable has made external leadership a requisite of effective operation.
The president alone is in a political, constitutional, and practical position to provide such leadership, and
he is therefore expected, within the limits of propriety, to guide Congress in much of its lawmaking activity.
Indeed, since Congress is no longer minded or organized to guide itself, the refusal or inability of the
president to serve as a kind of prime minister results in weak and disorganized government. His tasks as
leader of Congress are difficult and delicate, yet he must bend to them steadily or be judged a failure. The
president who will not give his best thoughts to leading Congress, more so the president who is
temperamentally or politically unfitted to ‘get along with Congress,’’ is now rightly considered a national
liability.
The lives of Jackson, Lincoln, Wilson, and the two Roosevelts should be enough to remind us that the
president draws much of his real power from his position as leader of his party. By playing the grand
politician with unashamed zest, the first of these men gave his epic administration a unique sense of
cohesion, the second rallied doubting Republican leaders and their followings to the cause of the Union,
and the other three achieved genuine triumphs as catalysts of Congressional action. That gifted amateur,
Dwight D. Eisenhower, has also played the role for every drop of drama and power in it. He has demonstrated
repeatedly what close observers of the presidency know well: that its incumbent must devote an hour or
two of every working day to the profession of Chief Democrat or Chief Republican.
It troubles many good people, not entirely without reason, to watch the president dabbling in politics,
distributing loaves and fishes, smiling on party hacks, and endorsing candidates he knows to be unfit for
anything but immediate delivery to the county jail. Yet if he is to persuade Congress, if he is to achieve a
loyal and cohesive administration, if he is to be elected in the first place (and reelected in the second), he
must put his hand firmly to the plow of politics. The president is inevitably the nation’s No. I political boss.
Yet he is, at the same time, if not in the same breath, leader of public opinion. While he acts as political
chieftain of some, he serves as moral spokesman for all. It took the line of presidents some time to sense the
nation’s need for a clear voice, but since the day when Andrew Jackson thundered against the Nullifiers of
South Carolina, no effective president has doubted his prerogative to speak the people’s mind on the great
issues of his time, to serve, in Wilson’s words, as ‘the spokesman for the real sentiment and purpose of the
country.”
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Sometimes, of course, it is no easy thing, even for the most sensitive and large-minded presidents, to know
the real sentiment of the people or to be bold enough to state it in defiance of loudly voiced contrary opinion.
Yet the president who senses the popular mood and spots new tides even before they start to run, who
practices shrewd economy in his appearances as spokesman for the nation, who is conscious of his unique
power to compel discussion on his own terms and who talks the language of Christian morality and the
American tradition, can shout down any other voice or chorus of voices in the land. The president is the
American people’s one authentic trumpet, and he has no higher duty than to give a clear and certain sound.
The president is easily the most influential leader of opinion in this country principally because he is,
among all his other jobs, our Chief of State. He is, that is to say, the ceremonial head of the government of
the United States, the leader of the rituals of American democracy. The long catalogue of public duties that
the Queen discharges in England and the Governor General in Canada is the President’s responsibility in
this country, and the catalogue is even longer because he is not a king, or even the agent of one, and is
therefore expected to go through some rather undignified paces by a people who think of him as a combination
of scoutmaster, Delphic oracle, hero of the silver screen, and father of the multitudes.
The role of Chief of State may often seem trivial, yet it cannot be neglected by a president who proposes to
stay in favor and, more to the point, in touch with the people, the ultimate support of all his claims to
leadership. And whether or not he enjoys this role, no president can fail to realize that his many powers are
invigorated, indeed are given a new dimension of authority, because he is the symbol of our sovereignty,
continuity and grandeur as a people.
When he asks a senator to lunch in order to enlist his support for a pet project, when he thumps his desk
and reminds the antagonists in a labor dispute of the larger interests of the American people, when he
orders a general to cease caviling or else be removed from his command, the senator and the disputants and
the general are well aware—especially if the scene is laid in the White House—that they are dealing with
no ordinary head of government. The framers of the Constitution took a momentous step when they fused
the dignity of a king and the power of a prime minister in one elective office—when they made the president
a national leader in the mystical as well as the practical sense.
Finally, the president has been endowed—whether we or our friends abroad like it or not—with a global
role as a leader of the free nations. His leadership in this area is not that of a dominant executive. The
power he exercises is in a way comparable to that which he holds as a leader of Congress. Senators and
congressmen can, if they choose, ignore the president’s leadership with relative impunity. So, too, can our
friends abroad; the action of Britain and France in the Middle East is a case in point. But so long as the
United States remains the richest and most powerful member of any coalition it may enter, then its
president’s words and deeds will have a direct bearing on the freedom and stability of a great many other
countries.
Having engaged in this piecemeal analysis of the categories of presidential leadership, we must now fit the
pieces back together into a seamless unity. For that, after all, is what the presidency is, and I hope this
exercise in political taxonomy has not obscured the paramount fact that this focus of democratic leadership
is a single office filled by a single man.
The president is not one kind of leader one part of the day, another kind in another part—leader of the
bureaucracy in the morning, of the armed forces at lunch, of Congress in the afternoon, of the people in the
evening. He exerts every kind of leadership every moment of the day, and every kind feeds upon and into
all the others. He is a more exalted leader of ritual because he can guide opinion, a more forceful leader in
diplomacy because he commands the armed forces personally, a more effective leader of Congress because
he sits at the top of his party. The conflicting demands of these categories of leadership give him trouble at
times, but in the end all unite to make him a leader without any equal in the history of democracy.
I think it important to note the qualification: “the history of democracy.” For what I have been talking
about here is not the Fuehrerprinzip of Hitler or the “cult of personality,” but the leadership of free men.
The presidency, like every other instrument of power we have created for our use, operates within a grand
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and durable pattern of private liberty and public morality, which means that the president can lead
successfully only when he honors the pattern—by working towards ends to which a “persistent and
undoubted” majority of people has given support, and by selecting means that are fair, dignified and familiar.

The president, that is to say, can lead us only in the direction we are accustomed to travel. He cannot lead
the gentlemen of Congress to abdicate their functions; he cannot order our civil servants to be corrupt and
slothful; he cannot even command our generals to bring off a coup d’etat. And surely he cannot lead public
opinion in a direction for which public opinion is not prepared—a truth to which our strongest presidents
would make the most convincing witnesses. The leadership of free men must honor their freedom. The
power of the presidency can move as a mighty host only with the grain of liberty and morality.
The president, then, must provide a steady focus of leadership—of administrators, ambassadors, generals,
congressmen, party chieftains, people and men of good will everywhere. In a constitutional system
compounded of diversity and antagonism, the presidency looms up as the countervailing force of unity and
harmony. In a society ridden by centrifugal forces, it is the only point of reference we all have in common.
The relentless progress of this continental republic has made the presidency our truly national political
institution.
There are those, to be sure, who would reserve this role to Congress, but, as the least aggressive of our
presidents, Calvin Coolidge, once testified, “It is because in their hours of timidity the Congress becomes
subservient to the importunities of organized minorities that the president comes more and more to stand
as the champion of the rights of the whole country.” The more Congress becomes, in Burke’s phrase, “a
confused and scuffling bustle of local agency” the more the presidency must become a clear beacon of
national purpose.
It has been such a beacon at most great moments in our history. In this great moment, too, we may be
confident it will burn brightly.
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